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IfT"ODUCflOfE
The design o4 submarine pipclsres usof con, m to the Nasal Facilities
Fpneeri-k4 Command (NAVFAC) becaus submanu- pipelmies ame used it many
Naval facistws for the shomward transfer of f',el oil f(., power generation and se,water for desalmation. Such pipelines am also used for ww.agp disposal at wa and for
the protection of o--anographic cables

"'hcse pipelines must be designed to resst the h, ,drodynAnic forces imposed
on them i the ocean environmenit. Wav•s have been knt wn to severely damage pipelines
&n both shallow and deep water. For this reason, wave f,ocs
are of special concern. and
the design of submarine pipeiones to resist thesw forces is mportant.
lep
&A for wave forme on submarne pipehn i- are required by NAVFAC
design enpn•re.r. but thes are not readily araidable. Met'.t 's for designing pipelines are
not spelled ko' in NAVFAC design manuals; the %a]aditi. f the usual techniques of pipeline design %fequently questioned. Furthermorc. the coefficients used in this design
must be em;,,' cally determined: agreement has not be.n reached on the .'alues of these
coefficients,.
:'•ough many tests have been performed in laboratories.
Th ..
ective of this study was to review and analyze published information and
test results ,, -,ave-induced forces on submarine pipelines and to develop design aids for
calculating .,wue forcc-i.
"1rhe ieport considers both honzontal and vertical forces on pipelines in the ocean:
specifically. pipelines that arm either on the bottom or above the bottom but are not partially or fully buried in the bottom. The pipelines are assumed to be rigidly anchored to
the scafloor and are presumed not to move under the influence of passing waves Although
the pipelines are within the influence of surface waves, they are submerged sufficiently
deep that they htve no effect on the surface profile. The clearance of the pipeline above
the bottom and the orientation of the pipeline relative to the wave fronts are considered.
IBreaking waves are not considered nor amr wave forces on groups of pipelines.
The theoretical aspects of the interaction of water waves and submarine pipelines
are reviewed It is shown that the com-'•ex physics of the design problem defies a strictly
theoretical approach at this time. Cor.•cquentl-. previous work directed toward developing
semiempirical design data are reviewed. Design aids which use the results of this previous
work arc presented.

PIROBLEM DEFIN171ON
Figure I is a definition sketch which wiP serve as a point of departure for the
discussion of flow physics about honrzontal cylinders. In the general case, the cylinder
of diameter D is suspended bome distanece above a p!ane boundary. Considerable interest is attached to the case where the cylinder rests on the boundary; that is. • = 0. The
water depth is designated by d and the height and wavelength of the incident waves by
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Figure 1. Definition sketch.

the symbols H and L, respectively. The local water surface elevation, a function of both
time t and horizontal space coordinate x is given by i?. Finally, it is noted that the origin
of the vertical coordinate of interest y is on the plane boundary beneath the cylinder.
Forcer on Cylinders in Nonoscillating F!ow
Consider Figure 2a, which depicts a cylinder immersed in an infinite expanse of
an inviscid fluid. Drai on the cylinder and flow separation along the cylinder due to fluid
viscosity do not occur. The pressure on both the forward and rearward faces of the
cylinder are the same, thus the drag is zero. Since vortex formation due to viscosity is
absent, the lift force acting on the cylinder is also zero.
Now consider Figure 2b which shows a stationary circular cylinder in a uniform,
steady stream of real (viscid) fluid. The streamlines near the cylinder initially follow the
contodr of the cylinder. Because of momentum loss within the shear layer next to the
cylinder, the streamlines separate from the cylinder to form a wake. Two forms of
cylinder drag are present. The first is due to fluid viscosity and the velocity gradient
within the thin boundary layer next to the cylinder's surface. This drag component is
termed the friction d.ag. However, the more important component of drag at higher
Reynolds numbers NR* is the form drag caused by pressure variLtion along the wall of
*NR- VD/I, a dimensionless number where V is the free stream velocity, D is the cylinder
diameter and P is the fluid kinematic viscosity.

-

-

2

-

wtn)

-he cylinder resulting in a low pressure region in the wake. The drag force FD per unit
length of -ylinder is repiesented by the following expression
1)

-CDPDV2

FD

where p is the mass density of the fluid, D is the cylinder diameter, v is the free stream
velocity, and CD is a nondimensional number designated the drag coefficient.
The votices which form in the cylinder wake give rise to a force normal to the
drag foice. This "lift" fttcc FE, which is velocity dependent, acts alternately in the
upward direction and the downward direction and has a mean magnitude of zero. The
lift force can have an important effect on cylindrical structures if the natural frequency
of the structure is near that of the vortex shedding frequency. A dimensionless vortex
shedding frequency, the Strouhal nimber, is given by
nD
v

S

(2)

where n is the frequency in liertz. At Reynolds numbers between 103 and 105, the
Strouhal rumber remains fairly constant at S = 0.21. Roshko (1961) has shown that
the Strouhal number increases somewhat at higher Reynolds numbers, becoming as
great as 0.27 as NR approarlhes 107.,
A stationary cylinder immersed in an accelerating viscid flow field experiences
an inertial force (Figure 2c). An expression for the inertial force per unit length of
cylinder can be written as:

F1 WC,P "-D-

(3)

where i is the fluid acceleration and C1 is a nondimensional coefficient of inertia. By
using potential flow theory, it can be shown that C1 = 2.0 for a cylinder in an accelerati,,g
stream of inviscid fluid. The inertial force is affected somewhat by the presence of the
wake.
For cylinders resting c n or near a plane boundary, sonic additional flow effects
must be considered (see Figure 2d). A boundary layer is established near a bottom plane
within which the horizontal water particle velocity varies from zero at the wall to the
free stream velocity at some elevation above the wall. The boundary layer has an impor.
tant effect on cylinder lift and drag. However, in tests made near a bottom boundary, no
one has measured the tz undary layer zhick':ess and re!ated it directly to the measured
cylinder forces.
The flow asymmetry created when a cylinder is brought near a plane generates
a lift force FLA normal to the f'ow which is velocity dependent and which can be of
considerable magnitude for smail gaps. This lift force which acts in a downward direction
should be distinguished from that due to the vortex formation FLE which was discussed
previously.

.1

$At high Reynolds numbers, S - 0.27 should be considered as the dominant shedding frequency.
Other inv,•tigators hive noted higher frequency harmonics.

•

3

a. Cy';ndser immnerse

in a steady inviscid uniform flow field.

b. Cylinder lenvyerved in a steady viscid unif orm flow field.

c. Cylinder immrrerd in an accelerated viscid flow field.

d. Cylinder immersed in bottom boundary layer.

Figure 2. Types of flow about horizontal cylinders.I
Upon contact with the bottom boundary, the flow underneath the cylinder
stops, and the flow e~ver the cylinder induces a positive (upward) lift fvece. Thus, a
cylinder that is not restrained on a bottom boundary is unstable; that ý!' it can be
alternately raised and lowered by the lift force due to flow asymmetry about the
cylinder.
Forces on Cylinders in Ov~ic~atory Flow
In unsteady oscill';.ory flow, such as that induced by waves, considerable cornplexity is added to the flow phenomena around horizontal cylinders. For example, the

drag force, which is known to depend upon the NR in steady flow has been shown by
Keulegan and Cat pentcr (1958) for oscillatory flow to have no clear dependency on
NRt for the range of this parameter in their tests. As w-11l be discussed later, inetheir

experiments on cylinders unaffected by wall effects, it was shown that the drag coeffici~ent was dependent upon the dimensionless period parameter UrnTI1.), where Urn is

1
*

the maxitmum water partwic velocity in a wave cycle. T is the per"

of the ost-lla:wr

motion and D is the cvlineirr diamnet•r. It was also *own that the dg ctweffwn•c
t CD
and the inertia coefficient Ci varied within oe cycle of the oslaitry flou. The inervia
coefficient varied dramatically with a cyclk period tweic

.

that of the mi-cadnt wave per•kd

These findings for CD and C1 for cyiinders in osesatnrwv flow contras aharri with the
previously discassed flow behavior noted for steady and accelerated fkww Force cifftcient variability is very likely due to the alternate bIildup and deisaruction of voitex
fields on either side of the test cylinders,
If significant cyclic water particle motion in the vertical direction is presen"
as would be the case, for example, if the cylinder i3 situated in deep water and near
enough to the surface to be affected by wave-induced particle motions - then considersJon will have to be giwen to vertical intrtial and drag forces and a horizontal "lift" force
induced by the ve7tical water particle velc :ity. Ilowever, no laborrtory' experiments
are known to have been made which include measurements of both vertical aftd horizontal flow oscillation effects.
Difficulties in relating forces on cylinders in oscillating flow to some basic flow
parameter such as the Reynolds number are greatly ctir'poundecl when the cylinder is
resting upon or is in near proximity to a plane boundary. As was true for the cases of
st.-adv and accelerar: ig flow, i~ft due to the flow asymm.-try is present, and the boundary
w•t also have a pronounced effect on the inertial and drag forris. ro date, however, no
experimental studies have been conducted which examine these effects in detail. Existing tst data consist of horizontal and vertical t..-ce measurements which, with an
applicable wave theory, are used to generate force coefficients. Disagreement in the
literature as to what are the appropriate wave force cc•-fficients for use in design is
understandable when one considers the multitude of variables affecting the flow around
horizontal cylinders when the flow is oscillating.
qylindcrt

In summary, then, no theory txists for acccrately describing -he flow about
oscillating flow, not even for cases -where bottom boundary effect%can be

ignored. Furthermore, measurements of water particle kinematics, vortex forma ior
about a cylinder, and effects of the bottom boundary layer on the flow around cylinders
resting upon or near the seafloor have rarely been mame.
Airy Wave Theory
Most investigations of wave forces on horizontal cylinders have used linear
(Airy) wa.,e th, ory to predict wave particle kinematics. This theory has many computational advantages over higher order, nonlinear theories." LeMehaute et al. (!968)

conducted a series of carefully corntrolled wave tank resis and compared linear and

nonlinear wave theories with the test results. They concluded that the Airy theory is
the most accurate theory near the bottom for predicting horizontal water particle velocities.
Thus, a terhnically sound rationale was established for choosing linear theory in studies
of wave forces on pipelines.
Linaear wave theory is based en the following assumptions:
1. The fluid is homogeneous and incompressible, and the forces due t,: surface
tensio. art' negligible.
*Nonlinear theories which
e been iased in son .e studies include cnoidal, solitt -y wave, Stokes'
e..
higher order, and Deka's stream function theories. See the discussion in the Shore Protection
Manual, Vol 1. pp 2-33 through 2-62.

2. The fkvw is irrotational.
J. The bottom is ,mperlneabk and horizontal.

i

4. The wave amplitudc is small compared to the wave length and water depth.
S. The pressure is constant along the sea/air interface.
In the linear theory, it is assumed that the water surface profile is given by:
cos
os(kE

S

- w0t)

(4)

where k a 2f/I, and o - 21r/T. The waves are sinusoidal, having a constant amplitude
and period.
Linear theory yields the following results for the horizontal and vertical water
particle velocities;

UL

cos (k x

-

and
H

""-

(sinh

r r

)

sin(kx

ut)

Li

"\sinh-2rd

-

0t)

(52)

(5b)

~sinh

where the maximum particle velocities and accelerations are

(r cosh

H
Umax

(

2.d

((s)nh

and

"Vmax

Hn

sTinh
"

L

wd

(7)

sinh

Comparable equations for the maximum horizontal and vertical water particle accelerations are, respectively:

*Refer to Detas and Harleman (1966) for derivations of the wave particle kinematics equations.

6

2

2~
St

W

W

and

~2

'

T2

sihL~

Isd(9

L/

K
~In equations

•

10 and 11, the origin of the vertical coordinate y is at the mean wasrr

surface, and the positive direction tor y is upward.
SGiveep
H, T, L, an( d, the equations
>
are solved for the paticle velocties and
accercrations at any desared vertical coordinate y.

•:-

Some Cautionary Remarks

S~At

this ocean.
point it is worthwhile to discuss a few of the effects of real waves on
pipelines in the
1. Waves in the ocean never have the regular period and amnplinide assumed in
linear wave theory. An estimate of the verror introduced by as.ning t~at the cylinder
suforce -oefficients derived from small scale, essetially sinusidal wave tank tests, can
be appived to actual pipelines in the oceatn is not possible due to the lack of any force
measurements at Rea.*
2. The forces on pipelines from breaking waves have been only superficially
examined in the laboratory, and no design procedure has been offered.

'•3.

The scour and deposition of sediment around bottom-resting pipelines are
1processes
whih are known to occur inv
the ocean but as far as is known have never been
studied in laboratory tests. It is doubtful whether these processes could be studiede
adequately on a small scale.

Typically, for the rangi
e of variables in
small-scale wave tank tests, inetia forca dominate the
mesrmnsa
velocity dependent e.
forces. In full-scale design problems at sea, it is possble for the opposite
to be true.

7

.1

4. Data obtamed sn unaAl-cae tank tests cannot accurate 4 y accoint foi the
igu.cia.
wdsm omhmone changes due to marine 1rowth. It is
effmts of pqdme •
known thai surface ru•hoieu camaffe• t th drag fore.
In lot of the wnrcnitantics assocuted with the abwe phenomena, the best that
ame cam do at de present tme a to proceed catious3v using conservative estimates of
the wum cowsronine a and c.lukner fome cueffacient. This is the approach taken in this

REVIEW OF PFFVUOUS WORK
Fxperum utAl work from which design aids for submarine pipelines can be
drawn as unfotimnave, Imuted to su-ai-scae laborator) measuremcnts of hydrodynamic
fowm on horuonta' ylinden Field teste with pipelines irn the -.- an have not been
conMdcted. but md te are planed by researchers at the University of Hlawaii and
Oreon State Umwvrsir'. Laboratory work which has resulted in data useful to the
deigner as rewuew d in this se-otion Publications lwas.-d on this laboratory work and
iidwr contubutwoin te the determunation of wave forces on pipelines are given in the
annotated bdblwgraphy (Appendix). A complete bbhiographv is given in the
Reference and Bibliography wectiom of tho reporn
With very few exceptions Laborator meamurements of ,e,rrton,-talw, forces
on horumntal cylinders have been made to drctermine force coefficients for use in the
"'-oson esmatn.o" This equation camsders the tot ,. horizontal force as the sum of
the hiuontoal drag force and horizuntal inertial force. The drag force is a function of
the drag coefficient C) and the horizontal water particle velocity u, as shown in
Eqlution 1. The inertial fomce is a function of the inertial coefficient CI and the horiSMet1a water partiki accteratrion ;. as %hownin Fiquation 3. Thus, the horizontal
force per um length of pipe s:
CpI, iD 2 i~

CD
*FH
-

D-

pDNI

*

D

(12)

duuaneeroftcpqir

Thr is awch less agreemn~t amog researchers c-, the analysts of vertical
w laorce data from Labm-orw,- tests with horizontal cylinders; most accept that a
hf fam. which is pegrpendiculr to the dircton of water particle velocity, exists in
sorn mics Thu lift force as a funcwon of a lift coeffi•cient CL and the square of the
water particle vecneity. Some have auslyzed vertical wave force as including a vertical
mcrm conqouent. a function of a vertical inertial coefficient C.
Wiqgd (1965) waests a Mormsontyvp, formulation for vertical wave force.
7he snce coefficienti CD and Cg. used for horizontal iorces arm applied to vertical
vek'cisty v and acctkeratm ;. The problem with th approach is that it cannot be,
applied to pip-mns on tie safloor because deere the vertical velocity and acceleration
wre teoetically gem

I

Some researchers have chosen to consider hoiizontal and vertical wave forces
each as functions ,f only one term. These functions often involvw a horizontal force
co,;fficient CH or ý vertical force coefficient C¢f.
For the purposes of this report, the previous work is categorized based on the
proximity of the cylinder (pipeline) to a parallel solid boundary (seafloor). The first

category is the cyi.nder remote from the solid boundary; that is, the seafloor or the
bottom of the test tank has no effect on the flow around the pipeline. The second
category is the cylinder in contact with the solid boundary; that is, the pipeline is
resting on the seafloor or the floor of the test tank. The third category is the cylinder
near the boundary; that is, the pipeline is supported above the seafloor or the floor of
the test tank close enough to have the flow around it affected by the boundary. The
following review of previous work addresses the situation of pipeline orientation
paralel to the wave front, unless it is noted otherwise. This parallel orientation represents t- most severe wave force situation, so it is of primary concern to the designer.
Cylinders Remote From Boundary
A major step towaid a means of predicting the wave forces on a horizontal
cylinder remote frorwn boundaries was taken by Keulegan and Carpenter (1958). They
first introduced the period parameter, Um T/D, as a dimensionless parameter against
which Morison force coefficients could be plotted, and experimentally determined CD
and C1 for period parameters below 125. Here, Um is the amplitude of the oscillating
fluid particle velocity, T is the period of the oscillation, and D is the diameter of the
cylinder. Tests performed by Sarpkaya (1975) for period parameters below 50 closely
corroborated Keulegan and Carpenter's results for drag coefficients. Sarpkaya's results
for inertial coefficients were slightly higher than Keulegan and Carpenter's in the range
of period parameters from 12 to 27, and lower beyond 27. None of these authors found
any correlation with Reynolds number. The higher of these results show CD = 2.3 at
Um T/D = 12, CD = 1.4 at 50, and approaching an asymptote of CD = 1.2 beyond

Um T/D = 125. C. values taken from Keulegan and Carpenter and Sarpkaya, whichever
value is higher, are a maximum of CI = 2.2 at Um T/D = 2, a mininum of CI = 0.9 at 12,
increasing rapidly to 1.3 at 18, and then gradually to an asymptote at a value of CI over
2.5 beyond Um T/D = 125. Keulegan and Carpenter based their curve for the higher
values of Um T/D on very few data points. Sarpkaya's data for C, seems to approach
an asymptote of 1.3. Keulegan and Carpenter did not determine lift coefficients but
Sarpkaya did for period parameters below 50. He found peaks of about CL = 2.. it
UM T/D of 10 and 18. decreasing gradually to about CL = 1.0 at Um T/D of 51
Rance (1969b) contends that wave forces are related to Reynolds number.
He maintains that the period parameter relationship
Reynolds numbers. He determined that for Reynoldsis numbers
far less important
greater than
x 105
for 6higher
the lift coefficient, as he defined it, is less than 0.2. This value of lift coefficient when
converte, To CL as defined here equals 1.
The characteristics of these tests and others are shown in Table 1.
Cylinders in Contact With Boundary
Recent (since 1970) experiments on wave forces on horizontal cylinders in
contact with r. lower boundary have provided very useful information for submarine
pipeline designers. Researchers from the University of Hawaii, the Navw] Postgraduate
School, and Oregon Sta.. University have contributed.
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Grace (1971a) performed experiments with a horizontal pipe on the floor of a
wave tank and derived maximum force coefficients of C, = 3.5 and CI = 2.5. Grace
utilized data from Priest (1961) for bottom-laid pipes and derived mean maximum
force coefficients of CI = 4.7, CD- 2.4. and CL = 1.5. Grace also processed data from
Johansson (1968) and found force coefficients far a pipe on the bottom of C1 = 3.3,
CD = 2.0, and CL - 4.0.
YamamGto, Nath, and Slotta (1973a) performed experiments with horiorotal
cylinders on the bottom of a wave Lank. They analyzed their data and that of Schiller
(1971). From their data they found maximum force coefficients of C1 = 5.95 and
CL = -8.43 (downward-acting lift force). These authors found that horizont,, and
vertical inertial coefficients are equal for a cylinder nhear the boundary. They also
defined three rmgions of horizontal forces on bottom-resting cylinders based on the
relative magnitudes of the inertia and the drag components. They did this on a plot
of H/D versus h/L
The characteristics of these tests and others are shown in Table 2.
Cylinders Near Boundary
Experiments on horizontal cylinders away crom the bottom boundary less
than two pipeline diameters (that is, e/D < 2) have been performed. Such testing has
usually been done in conjunction with tests on pipelinet on the seafloor, which were
discussed earlier.
Grace (1971a) pe-formed tests of this type for e/D 'alues below 0.417 and
found CD values between 2 and 3.6 and CI values from 3.54 at e/D = 0.083 to 1.17 at
e/D = 0.292. There was no apparent relationship between CD and e01, but C! seemed
t decrease with increasing e/D. Grace also processed data from job Ansson 01968) for
e/D values of 0.2:"and 1.00 and found C! values equal to 2.4 and 2.0, respectively. The
value of CD was fkund to equal 1.1 for both values of e/D. Experments by Schiller
(1971) and Yamamot, et al. (1973a), with e/D approximately 0.5, gave C! values
between 2.1 and 2.7 and CL = 0.
The characteristics of these and other tests are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Test Conditions for Various Investigators for
Cylinders Near Boundary•
Investigators

Cylinder
Diameter

(in.)

Wave
Height

WeWg
Wvlnt

Cylider

r
Peid

(c

(in.)

Water

(in.)

Clearance
Cleaanc
(in.)

7.3 to

2.05 to

1/4 to

13.9
0.65 to

19 to

4.15
0.56 to

1

1-1/4

0.417

S l16

5.32

190

2.40

18

3

0.5

Muellenhoff &
Slotta (1971)

5.5

0.5 to
3.5

10 to
80

0.5; to
1.5

12

-

Yamamoto et al.

6.0
6.0

15 tO
3.7

to

(1973)

89

.93 to
1.30

12

14-1
-1

3-:/8

0.083 t-)

-

.
0.52

i

Orictarion Effecte
A few authors have experimentally assessed the effects on wave focrce of the

orientation of the pipeline relative ýo the incident ,raves. Johansson ad reiniusi (1963)
and Grace (1971a) found that both the horizcntal and vertical wave forces 2re nma. imum
1972) foun I a ionperiodic up-

when the pipeline is parallel to the wiave front. AI-Kazilv

fiti.force on cylinders pcipendiular to the weve front. Denson and Pr'est (1974) found
a 10% increase in maximum drag force at a cylinder orientatioin of 70 cegr':cs relative to
wave fronts. They found that lift forces decreased rapidly for oricntati)s less than
90 degrees, but they did not test for the 0-degree case (cylinder perpen Jicular to wave

front).
Previous data are limited, but present indications are that both horizontal and
vettical forces can be considered maximum for cylinders orientcd parallel to the wave
fronts.

DESIGN METHODS
Procedure

Until a clear-cut theory is developed to fully describe wave forces on pilelines
(per unit length of pipe), the following equations taken from the above discussion and a
review of the literature are offered:
FH=

FHD

FV

FVD + FVI + FVLA + FVLE

=

+ FHI

"where

+

FHLA

+

FHLE

CDpDu2
2

FHD

(13)O

(14)

(15)

CI p 7r D2 ,,

FHI =

(16)

4

FHLA=

CLAp Dv
2

2

(17)

CLE p Dv2
FHL

CDP Dy

FVD

(18)

2

=

-

2

2

Lift in FHLA and FHE is defined as a force which acts on a cylinder in a direction normal to
the water particle velocity.
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(19)

1

Cl P ID2•
FV!.

FVLA

4
2

"

(21)

CLE~pDn2
2

FVLIE

where

(20)

D

= drag

I

= inertia

LA

= lift due to flow asymmetry

LE

= lift due to vortex shedding

(22)

Equations 13 and 14 are solved by using the appropriate wave force coefficients
from Design Aids I, 11,and III, which will be introduced shortly. The water particle
kinematics (that is, u, v, A, and 0) are computed by Airy wave theory.
For shallow and intermediate depth water, d/L < 0.5, the Airy wave theory
equations for shallow water wave particle velocity and acceleration (Equations 6 through
9) should be used; while the deep water form of these equations (Equations 10 and 11)
may be used in situations where d/L > 0.5.
It should be remembered that a phase difference exists between maximum values
of the force terms in Equations 13 and 14. Neglecting the fift force terms for the moment,
the norizontal and vertical force equations "an be written as follows (6ecWiegel, 1964,
pp 254-256):

.

2Lsinct

/cosh

(D2:

H

2!\inh

2d2L dt

aui "---
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The phase sngle at which the maximum horizontal force occurs can be found
by differentiating Equation 23 with respect to tit and setting the result equal to zero.
Thus,

~shih!d
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0. the maximrnim force is entirely inertial.
In a similar fashion, for the vertica! inertial and drag force terms, the critical
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The question of what critical phase angle to use in cases where lift forces are
significa:ts has not been resolved. Ote design approach (conservative) would be to simply
compute the maximum lift force independent of the computation for combined drag
and inertial force and add the two results.
In general. two types of lift forct must be accounted for. The first, due to
flow asymmetry FLA. arts upward on pipelines in contact with the seafloor and downward for pipelines having a gap-to-diameter ratio e/D < 2.0. This lift force component
is negligible for cases where e/D > 2.0.* The second type of lift force FIE is caused
by vortex shedding. In some design situations this force component can have an
appreciable amplitude; its dominant frequency of oscillation, however, is high compared

laled on the rmmuIt of potential flow theory for uniformly accdlerated cylinders near a
bwondary.
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to that of the incident wave frequency and can be estimated from the Strouhal number,

S - n D/V, where S - 0.27 tor Reynolds number flows greater than 5 x 105.*
Aids

The remainder of this section of the report will be devoted to discussing three

design aids which can be used in selecting appropriate wave force coefficients.
Experiments in waves and oscillatory flow on horizontal cylinders and model
pipelines have resulted in force coefficients of drag, inertia, and lift. iafhrtunately,
these test results cannot be applied directly to the design of prototype pipelines, because
the rang, of laboratory test parameters frequently does not match the foreseeable range
of submarine p peline parameters. The test results have been used in Design Aids I, il,
and Ill and have been used to guide the selection of coefficients beyond the test range.
Design Aid I. Design Aid I (Figure 3) is for cylinders remote from the boundary;
i.e., where e/D > 2. Test results from Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) aud Sarpkaya
(1975) were adapted for use in the preparation of this design aid. This design aid is
recommended for use with period parameters less than 125. For period parameters in
excess of 125, a drag coefficient of 1.2 (that for subcritical steady flow) seems reasonable. This drag coefficient is appropriate because it is hypothesized that the drag
coefficient in this range exhibits a similar trend to that of steady flow. The well-known
steady flow relationship of drag coefficient with Reynolds number shows a significant
drop in drag coefficient beyond a Reynolds number of 105. Until this drop is veuified
for horizontal cylinders in oscillatory flow at higher Reynolds numbers, it is recommended
that a conservative value of CD = 1.2 be used.
Inertia coefficients (CI) for cylinders remote from the boundary are also given
in Design Aid 1, for period parameters less than 125. This data is also the result of work
by Keulegan and Carpenter, except at the higher period parameters where there are
fewer data points to support their curve. Sarpkaya has confirmed Keulegan and
Carpenter's data at period parameters less than 12. In the range of period parameters
from about 12 to 25 Sarpkay3a shows slightly higher values of the inertia coefficient,
and for period parameters between 25 and 50 Sarpkaya shows significantly lower values

of inertia coefficient. The higher values of C! from these authors are recommended in
Design Aid I except at period parameters beyond approximately 65 where Keulegan
and Carpenter's curve crosses CI = 2.0. It is recommended that for higher period parameters a value of C1 of 2.0 be used in design problems based on potential flow theory as
discussed for cylinders near the boundary.
Keulegan and Carpenter did not study lift coefficientr.; however, Sarpkaya did.
He gave his results as shown in Design Aid I for period parameters less than 50. At
UmT/D = 50, C1 is about 1. From the Rance (1969b) data it was determined that CL
is less than I for Reynolds number beyond 6 x 105. It is, therefore, recommended for
design that CL = I be used for period parameters greater than 50.

"Strictly speaking, this expresion is only applicable

to uniform flows. Vortex shedding
frequencies computed for oscillatory flow should be treated as rough estimates.
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force coefficients for pipe remote from bottom.
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Dcesgn Aid Ml Design Aid 11 (Figure 4), which provides force coefficients for
cylinders resting on the bottom, wps adapted from Figure 24 of Yamamoto et e. (197 3a).
The chart is divided into three regions, depending upon the relative importance of
acceleration- and veocity-dependent forces. Region A in the upper left-hand corner of
the plot applies to conditions where the velocity dependent i ores (that is, drag and
lift) dominate over the inertial foe'ces. In this rqvion the inertia force amounts to less
than 3%of the drag force. In general. high waves in shallow water create t!!t 'xnditions
al. nlirektitc k, this region. In the lower right-hand corner. F._,-i C, the situation is
el'. dn thi!! .egion,
reversd; the inertal forces dominat. ove~r the vr.,ýcity 0 -pendent
the drag force amounts to less than 5%of the inertia force. Between these two regions,

a band (Region B)exists. wherein both inertial and velocity depenedent forces should beI

cons-zred in tht design problemn.
The choice of for-e coetficients appearing on Design Aid 11 was based on the
experimental work by Grace, Schiller, and Yamamoto et al., which wus reviewed earlier.
Also considered were force coefficient suggestions by Grace (1973) and Yamamoto et
al. 01973a). Aver~e force coefficients ofCD - 1.5 and Ca 3.9 were used in the construc ton of this design aid.
Litte is known about the range of Jrag coefficient CD for cylinders in conzact
with the bottom in owcilawry flow. Although Grace (.197 Ia) found values of drag
coefficient as high as 2.5. he ýmutiorwd that these values were determined from tests at
Reynolds nurnbmr much lower than those in the prototype pipeline situation. Welldoemnriented experimental results for uniform flow (far removed from a plane boundary)
I ' . It is orobairly conservative to assume this as a minimum value for pipes
give CD
0
va4the bottone for 'ligh Reynolds number flow&. Therefore, a range of CD from 1.0 to
2.0. -* C rcce ( 19M~ muggests, i.6 recommended; in Desigii Aid 11 wh-re drag is signiticant
(Rejiow~s A and B)
Yamameto es al. ( 11746) %bowed that potential flow theory predicts an inertia
cc~effkieot C, of 3.29 for a cylinder resting on the bottom in accelcrated flow. i.aas
vp lue agrtes with tor minimum fromi the ptevious Lahoratoi y work reviewed 'ariier which
i(ace (1973)
'niund values in the raW~ of 3.3 to 4.7 anid one valuc in excess of 55
*&X~eueJ -maxiff~mi va~ies ef C, - 5.0 and CW- 6.0, but the justification for thesw very
high valucs and th-t nf.'ed fcr using different horizontal and vertical inertia coefficients
are not lenw. It is eeeonmended in Design Aid 11 that a range of inertia coefficient of
3.3 to 4.5 be used awnere inertia forces are significant (Regions B and C).
Most previous laboratnry investipations yieldJed lift coefficients less than the
C-.a 4.49 predicted for potential flow for a cylinder in contact with a piane boundary
in uniform flow. Grace (1973) suggested " maximum CL - 2.0. It is reconmmended
that the approximate potential flow value Of CL z4.5 be aimed for design as shown in
Design Aid 11.
Design Aid III. Design Aid Ill (Figure 5) is for cylimilcrs near the boundary. If
a cylinder is emwoved more than two cylinder diametern from a plane boundary, then
die fttve coefficients recontmnended earlier can be used for design purposes. Hiowever.
if the dlearance-to-dwamewe ratio lees in the range 0 < /DO 4 2.0. then adjustments
will have to be imade to thr force coefficients due to the effects of flow asymmetry
about the cylidMer.
'Me data on drag coefficments for low tDO ratios is so widely scattered that
little can be deduced from them for application to design. Fuarthermore, a smail rap (e)
under a pipeline near a typical seafloor can often be widened by scouring or closed by

U

deposition. Therefore, the recommended range of design va!-.es for CD for a cylinder
near the bottom, a shiown in Design Aid Ill, prkvide for the full range of 0 g e/D 4 2.
It is recommended that a CD value between 1.1 (remote from bottom) and 2.0 (the
maximum for contact with bottom) be used for design.
The experimental results of Yamamoto et al. (1973) and Schiller (1971)
though somewhat limited in the range of e/D values investigated - tend to support
the results obtained from potential flow about cylinders near a boundary. Until additional experiment,' data becomes available, it is recommcnded - with certain teservations stated be'ow - that the designer use the C! and CLA values presented in Design
Aid.ll.
Design ,id Ill for C1 is Lmed on potentiai flow soluticns. The curve for C1
decreases from 3.3 (v. 4.5) for c/D = u ,cy'inder in contact with bottom) to 2.0 for
e/D = 2 (cylinder remote fom bottom).
-

It should be recalled from the discussion of force coefficients on cylinders
remote from a boundary that a lift force occurs which is attributab!c to vortex shedding.
Until experimental data are avail:'hle which prowv otherwise, the same should be assumed
for cylinders near a boundary. The choice of lift co-fficient due to vortex shedding

should be made by the procedure outlined in the discussion of cylinders remote from
the boundary.
Note that small gap-to-diameter ratios (0.1 or less) lead to high negative values

for CIA. The designer is cautioned, however, against using large negative CLA values.
Scour or deposition could easily widen or close the gap. As would be expected, the

curve in Design Aid Ill for CL asymptotically approaches a value of 0 as e/D increases.

FINDINGS
1. For the prediction of wave forces on submarine pipelines, the Morison equation for
horizontal forces and the lift equation for vertical forces have been broadly accepted as
reasonable for design.
2. It, is generally agreed that the expressions for particle velocity and acceleration
derived from the Airy wave theory, despite their limitations, are useful for the prediction of wave kinematics for use in wave force estimates. Most researchers have used
this thcory to analyze wave force data and to derive wave force coefficients.
3. The use of force equations requires empirjea! estimates of wave force coefficients.
However, very little data is available for wave forces on submerged pipelines from which
these coefficierts can be determined. All of the pertinent data were obtained during
small-scale tests conducted in the laboratory. There are disagreements and inconsistencies in some of the existing data which are attributable to poor test techniques,
questionable data analysis, or the limited range of test variables.
4. Potential flow theory for uniform and accelerated flow past horizontal cylinders has
been used with some success to reveal -vends from which lift xnd inertial wave force
cocfficients for pipelines ca;. be estimated.
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velocity dependent force
predominate i.e.,
FI/FjD < 0.05

101

SCLA

CD

= 1.0-2.0

C!

= 3.3-4.3

A_-

- 4.5

both velocity and acceleration
dependent focces important

Regicn C

acceleration dependent forcets
predominate; i.e., F&/Fl <0O.05

Note: Flow regions established for average horizontal
force coefficients; i.e., CD - 1.5 and C1

Figure 4. Design Aid 11

force coefficients for pipe on bottom.
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Figure 5, Design Aid III - force coefficients for pipe near bottom.
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RKCOMMIENDATIOM.
Until ulditiomal tests and anulyis amt performed w.outlined below, it is
recommended that (1) E,4auton 13 and 14, (2) the fore'- ctefficients given in Design
Aids I. I1, and III, and (3) the Airy wwc theory (watet particle kinematics) be used 43

an interim design procedure.

_

Additional tet aud analyses we needed to provid- greater confidence in the
force coeffictents used m the design of submarine pipelines. Needed tests are listed
below in descending order of priority:

1. Larg

scake model tests and prototype tests at sca (needed 'o provide

estimates of wave force coefficients)
(a) For period parameters UT/D in excess of 125 for inertia and drag
and period pammeters greater than 5O for lift (cylinders remote from

a boundan.).
(b) For Re•nulds numbers UV Div greater than 105 (all three cla•sse
of cylinder problems).
(c) For cylinder gap-to-diameter ratios e/D <- 2.
2. Brcakiing wave ests. since themr is virtually no data on breaking wave forces
3. Tests to determine scour and deposition of seafloor materials around submarine pipelines since such phenomena can have a pronounced effect on
wave induced forces

4. Tests to determire the effects of pipeline roughness on wave-induced forces
S. Tests to determine lift formes on pipelines perpendicular to wave fronts,
because little is known about these forms for this orientation of ncarshore

submarine pipelines.
It is also recorrinended that the interim design procedures recommended in this
report be updated based on the results of future tests and analyses if changes are warranted.
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Appendix4
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

I

The symbols used by the original authors have been preserved in these

annotations although they sometimes differ from those used in the text of this report.
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AJ-Kazily Fadhil, M. (1972). Forces on Submerged pipelines induced by water waves,
University of California, Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory, Technical Report HEL 9-21.
Berkeley, CA, Oct 1972.

The purpose of this study was to produce design data for buoyant, anchored
pipelines subjected to wave-induced forces. The pipelines are considered to be supportud
at a sufficient height above the seafloor as to be unaffected by cylinder/seafloor interaction with wave particle kinematics.
A series of wave tank tests produced force data for horizontal cylinders
aligned with axes parallel and perpendicular to the wave crests. Data was also obtained
for an inclined cylinder lying in a vertical plane at a right angle to the incident waves.
The author uses the Morison cquation and linear wave theory to develop
analytical expressions for estimating cylinder mass and drag coefficients (CM and CD,
respectively) as a function of wave-induced forces. The author considers his computed
CD values to be unrealistically large; maximum CM values obtained are around 2.0 to
2.5, depending on test conditions.
In agreement with an earlier study conducted by Keulegan and Carpenter
(1958), the author finds that both CM and CD vary within a wave cycle. Cylinder
coefficients were also found to vary with the wave height, wave period, cylinder diameter, and depth of cylinder submergence.
It was concluded that1. When the cylinder is at a right angle to the wave crests, it experiences a
nonperiodic uplift force. The uplift force becomes the dominant force acting on
cylinders longer than half a wavelength.
2. The maximum force acting on an inclined circular cylinder lying in a
vertical plane at a right angle to the wave crests is independent of the angle of inclination.
This report includes a review of previous work, an extended discussion of the
methodology used to obtain added mass and damping coefficients and a complete compilation of recorded data.

I. .. .......-
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Beckmann, H., and M. H. Thibodeaux (1962). "Wave force coefficients for offshore
pipelines," in Proceedings of ASCE, Journal of Waterways and Harbors Division, vol 88,
no. W'd2, May 1962, pp 125-138.
The authors derived o*.f
ag, lift, and inertia force equations for wave forces on
pipelines in contact with smooth hard-surfaced ocean floors. It was shown that two
hydrodynamic phenomena are present in oscillating flow around bodies attached to flat
walls (waves on pipelines on the seafloor): (1) the presence of the wall causes a reduction
in the drag coefficient, and (2) only fully developed turbulent flow configurations are permitted. It was also shown that for the case presented here inertial forces are not dominant.
The wave force equations derived by the authors were:
pu2

F(drag)

h CD

F(lift)

F(inertia)

2

h CL

2

CM

h

-l-

where h = height of pipe
p = density of water

""= velocity component normal to pipe
f = Coulomb friction tactor
The force coefficients which appear in these equations, CD, CL, and CM, were determined
from the literature.
The recommended values of the force coefficients for rough pipelines on the seafloor were
CD = 0.5

CL = 0.5

CM

=1.0to2.0

A combined drag and lift force coefficient,
C -

L + CD,

was shown to be equal to 0.7.
For further discussion of this article, see Wilson and Reed (1963) in this Appendix.
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Wilson, B. W., and R. 0. Reid (1963). "Discussion of 'Wave force coefficicnts for4
offshore pipelines,' by H. Beckmann and M. H. Thibodeaux," in Proceedings of ASCE,
journal of Waterways and Harbors Division, vol 89, no. WWI, Feb 1963, pp 61-65.
The authors contend that the wave force coefficients recommended by
Beckmann and Thibodeaux are too low, and more conservative values of these coefficients should be used for design. To support this contention the authors offer (1) a
table of drag and inertia coefficients from the experiments of other researcheri on
accelerating flow past circular cylinders, and (2) potential flow-theory-derived coefficients of inertia and lift.j
The table gives drag coefficients CD between 0.4 and 1.6. In the occan, pipelines tend to accumulate coatings of fauna and flora and, thus, lose their initial
smoothness; as a result CD increases. Therefore, the authors recommend CD valuesI
The authors showed from potential flow theory and the basic definition of the
coefficient Of lift CL that 0.74 < CL <~ 4.48. They suggested from this result and
previous
F!! work that a value Of CL > 1.0 be adopted for design.
The authors point out that from potential flow theory the inertia coefficient
CM is 2.00 for a cylinder away from a wall and 3.30 for one in contact with a wall.
From the table the average CM of cylinders remote from a wall is 1.5. By applyin~g
the ratio 3.30:2.00 to this average, a CM4 value of 2.5 was estimated.
For a rebuttal to this discussion, see Beckmann and Thibodeaux (1963) in
this Appendix.

'It
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Beckmann, H,, and M. H. Thibodeaux (1963). "Closure of wave force coefficients for
offshore pipelines," in Proceedings of ASCE, Journal of Waterways and Harbors
Division, vol 89, no. WW3, Aug 1963, pp 53-55.

The authors deny Wilson and Reid's contention that the force coefficients
recommended in the original paper werc too low. They maintain that Wilson's table
of experimentplUy determined drag coefficients CD and inertia coefficient CM displayed
much scatter, suggesting that these data may not be valid. They concur that flora and
fauna will settle on the pipeline and would increase CD if the seafloor were not similarly
roughened. However, flora and fauna will also settle on the seafloor, causing low energy
boundary layer flows that result in CD which is lower, not higher, as suggested by
Wilson and Reid.
The authors question the use of the potential flow theory in estimating the
coefficients of lift CL and oif niass CM. They maintain that the actual flow conditions
around offshore pipelines are quite different from the - -sumed potential flow particularly at the "stagnation points." It is their opinion that CL is controlled by the
pressures, not the velocity distributions, and that CM is the same for a free cylinder
As it is for a cylinder attached to a wall.
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Brater, E. F., and R. Wallace (1972). "Wave forces ;n submerged pipelines," in

Proceedings of the Thirteenth Coastal Engineering Conference, Vancouver, BC, 1972,
Chapter 95, pp 1,703-1,722.
The authors performed wave rank experiments with models of submerged
pipes. Continuous records of horizontal forces on four 1/75-scale model pipes, ranging
in diameter from 0.104 to 0.198 foot, were measured in waves 0.11 to 0.31 foot high
and 2.6 to 6.1 feet long. The pipes were placed in the 1-foot-deep tank 0.25 to 0.75
foot above the bottom, on the bottom, and below the bottom (half a pipe diameter to
"0.2foot). These 1/75-scale mv2el tests were intended to simulate pipe 8 to 15 feet in
diameter in waves 8 to 23 feet high with periods from 6 to 12 seconds.
Inertial and drag coefficients for use in the Morison equation to estimate
horizontal wave forces on pipelines were determined using Airy Theory for water
particle velocities and accelerations. By assuming that drag forces were negligible at
the phase angles of maximum horizontal force (which occurred between 65 and 77
degrees), the authors calculated maximum values of the inertial coefficient for each
test condition. By assuming that the horizontal forces at phase angles of 0 and 180
degrees, were primarily the result of drag, the authors calculated values of drag coefficient for each test condition.
The inertial coefficients were found to vary in an orderly linear manner with
-Z/L (where -Z = depth of the center of the pipe under the water surface and L = wave
length), indicating that the proximity of the water surface is significant in these tests.
Optimized least square fits for these data were determined, and linear equations were
derived. The authors considered these inertial coefficients to be the main result of this
research, and the inertial coefficient equations follow.
1. For pipe abeve the bottoms
CM -

1.97 + 4.97 -Z)

gives "conservative estimates of the maximum forces" that are "quite appropriate."
2. For bottom-laid pipe:
CM
-3.20

+

4.16

L()

gives "conservative estimates of the maximum forces" that "provide design values for
the most vulnerable position."
3. For half-buried pipes

II

C

-

.14 + 2.78

(i-Z

gives "conservative estimates of the maximum forces" when the "entire volume of the
pipe" is used in inertial force calculations and it is assumed "that pressure differences
would penetrate the bed material at least to the bottom of the half-buried pipe."
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4. Pipe in

open trench-

CM = 1.0 + 1.4

(.Z

can be used for pipes in a trench of any shape.
The drag coefficients when plotted against Reynolds number formed definite
trends, but were widely scattered. Drag forces were found to be important when
D3/H L < 0.02. where D - pipe diameter and H - wave height. it was concluded
that in the range covered by thewe tests drag forces could be ignored when estimating
design forces.
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Chakabanrti, S. K. (1973). "Wave forces on submerged objects of symmetry," in
Proceedings of ASCE, Journal of Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering
Division, vol 99, no. WW2, May 1973, pp 147-164.
The author collected existing data on wave forces on six shapes including
horizontal cylinders and half cylinders. Closed form expressions for wave forces were
obtained using the Froude-Krylov approach and assuming: linear stokes, irrotational
wave theory, negligible drag effects, no free surface effects, no runup, objects smaller
than the wavelength, and no flow inside the objects. Chakrabarti based his results
regarding ho-izontal cylinders on the work by Schiller (1971).
The following expressions were derived.
1. Horizontal cylinder:
FH = CHPVfio
FV

=CVpV o

where FH = horizontal wave force

vertical wave force

FV

CH = 2.10
2.00

CV

p

=

mass density of water

V = volume of object

60 = horizontal water particle acceleration at center of object
(in its absence)
ýo = vertical water particle acceleration at center of object
(in its absence)
2. Horizontal half cylinder:
FH

-

CHPV16o + S3(kR)ovo

FV=

CvPV[o + S4(kauo

where CH = 2.00

CV = 1.00 for deep submergence
$3, S4 = functions of k R involving Jn

= Bessel function of first kind of order n
k = 2w per wavelength
R = radius of object

a = 21 per wave period
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* i
vertial water particle accieration at center of object
(in its absence)
vertical water particle acceleration at center of object
(in its absence)

Sthis

The author cautioned that CH and CV should not be confused with inertia coefficients
for use in the Morison equation, although the forms of the forces on the horizontal
cylinders are similar to the inertia part of the Morison equation.
For a discussion of this article, see Yamamoto, Nath, and Slotta (1974a) in
Appendix.
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Yasato, T..J. H. NMob, and L S. Siotta (1974a). "Dis,

pio. of 'Wave form on

vokm, pd objects of sym-a- y."' iPrnocdkW of ASCE, Jounal of the waterwayi.i
lkbor and Coastal

angkweg Division, vol 100, no. WW2, May 1974, pp 155-1 57.

The authors discuss Chakrabarti's conclusions regarding wave forces on honzontal cylindemrs They question&J his amumption that lift and drag forces am negligible
and his choices of horizontal force coefficient (CH = 2.0) and vertical force coefficint
(CV - 2. ). They contend on the basis of their own theoretical and experimental work
that:
1. The inertia coefficient CI is the sme in both the horizontal and vertical
directions.
2. When the cylinder is on the bottom, C1
cylinder is mo%-d up.

3.29 and approaches 2.0 as the

3. When the cylinder is on the bottom, potential flow theory predicts that the
lift coefficient CL is 4 49.
4. CL becomes a very large negative value if there is even a small gap between
the cylinder and the bottom.
5. As the cylinder continues to be moved up, CL rapidly goes to zero.
The authors recommend the design of pipelines ising C1
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3.3 to 4.5.
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K. H.. md M. S. Pris (1974). Meet of angle .i• tfcidence on wave fores on
.Jmi 21-S, 1974, Lm AsVeAots.

The authors conducted wave tank tests on horizontal cylinders removed from
the boundaries to determtir dhe effect of angle of wave incidence on measurcd wave
forces. Four angles of incklence were used, including 90 (the reference). 70. SO. and 30
deges Four wave heights were used, including 6.4 (spilling breaker), 4.9, 3.4, and
1.8 inches. The wave period was 2 seconds Extreme wave fores of "lift. tranverse
positive drlg. and tranvere negative drag" were determined from taped records and
calibration. For thcse tests the water depth was held constant at 12 inches; the pip"
diameter, 2 inches.
A dimensional analysis for this study identified three pertinent parameters:
1. 9. the small anqc between the wave direction and pipeline axis
2. F/Fo. the ratio of the extreme drag or lift force for the test 0 to the
coreponding drag or lift force for 0 - 90 degrees
3. H/D, the ratio of wave height to water depth
The results were presented as curves of F/F90 versus 0 for a range of H/D
values. As 0 increased from 30 to 90 degrem force ratios F/F 9 0
1. increased regularly from 0.2 to 1.0 for lift from stable waves

2. increaked from 0.4 to a peak of 1.1 at 0 = 70 degrees, before returning to
1.0. for both positive and negative drag from stable waves
3. also went from 0.4 through a 1.1 peak at 70 d1
brer~kers

for positive drag from

4. increased from 0.6 to 1.0 for negative drag from bgrakers
5. incrsed from 0. 3 to 1.0 for lift from breakers

r
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Grace. R. A. (1971a). The effects of clewance and orientation on wave induced forces

on pipelines - results of laboratory experiments, Universty of Hawaii, James K. K.
Look Laboratory, Techinical Report No. IS. Honolulu, Hl, Apr"197 1.

The author reports on tests in a three-foot-deep wave flume. Both vertical and
horizontal forces acting on a 3-inch-diameter model pipeline were measured for wave
heights of about I foot and periods from 2 to 4 seconds The angle between the
cylinder axis and the wave orthogonals was it.reased from 30 to 90 degrees and the
gap between the cylinder and the bottom from 1/32 to 1-1/8 inches to determine the
effects of orientation and cleannce of the pipeline on wave forces. It was found in
the ,mited range of the test conditions that:
1. Horizontal force is virtually insensitive to clearance but decreases rapioly
nme orientation of the pipeline relative to the wave fronts approaches perpendicular.
2. Vertical force decreases as clearance increases and as the orientation changes
as above. The author recommended a more comprehensive set of tests like those above
as well as tests on pipelines in larger wave tanks or at sea to obtain data at higher
Reynolds numbers
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Grace, R. A. (1971h). Submarine pipeline design against wave action, Look Laboratory,
Hawaii, vol 2, no. 2, Apr 1971, pp 3-7.
The author asserts that force data and coefficients obtained from wave force
field tests of vertical cylinders or steady flow model tests on horizontal cylinders cannot
be directly applied to estimates of wave forces on submarine pipelines. He suggests
that actual ocean experiments of high Reynolds number laboratory tests ame required
for the proper design of submarine pipelines in waves. He grants that model pipeline
tests can provide some information for the designer in indicating vague trends in the
rel-isiuationr
e
summarizes the results of his tests and those of others (1961 to
1971) on model pipelines in Lath steady flow and waves. For steady flow perpendicular
to the pipeline in the Reynolds number range from 3 x 14to 2 x io6, the drag coefficients varied from 0.4 to 1.6 and the lift coefficients from 0.3 to 1.3. For waves
perpendicular to the pipeline, the drag coefficients varied from 1.0 to 3.4 and the lift
coefficients from 2,0 to B.5.
The effect of bottom clearance under the pipe and the angle between the pipe
and the wave ortiiogonals (orientation: was presented in the form of normalized curves
taken from the author's previous work. These curves illustrate that the horizontal force
and lift am maximum for a pipe resting on the bottom perpendicular to the wave
orthogonals, and both the horizontal force and lift decrease es the clearance increases
and as the angle of orientation decreases.
The author made the following suggestions for design wave force coefficients.
He suggested an inertia coefficient of 2.5, a drag coefficient of 2,0, and a lift coefficient
of 3.0.
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Grace, R. A. (1973). Avaihble dam for the design of unburied, submarine pipelines to

wit!msand wve action, AustarlaN Conference on Comma

Enigineering, Sydney,

AustrahL, May 14-17, 1973, Published by Institute of Engineering, Sydney, Australia,
National Conference Publication a 73/1, 1973, pp 59-66.
The author suggests methods for the computation of maximum wave forces on
pipelines. He considers pipelines lying directly on or just above the scafloor laid at
orientaticns of 30 to 90 degrees to the direction of the waves. Breaking wave forces arm
not addrc..ed. Some of the design problems of trenched, ballasted, and buried pipelines are mentioned, but these are not dscussed in detail.
The author sugests for design that the Airy wave theory be used to predict
wave particle velocities but th.At the wave particle accelerations predicted by this theory
be increased by a factor of 1.5. He expresses concern that force coefficients (which he
calls C&, C1, etc.) are derived using theoretical kinematics and measured forces, but that
these same coefficients are used as design coefficients (which he calls CD. C1 , etc.) for
pipelines to operate in actual kinematic conditions. He has n3 cure but cautions that
the same wave theory as the one used in force coefficient deterriination should be used
for design.
Based on previous data taken by others and his own previous work, the author
suggests a procedure for determining force coefficients for pipelines laid perpendicular
to the wave using the dimensionless parameter

i(C`'\
S-4

\CD'J\S oD

where So . amplitude of water particle motion
D = pipe diameter
With this parameter the horizontal inertial coefficient CI. drag coefficient C, vertical
inertial coefficient c4. and lift coefficient Cý can be determined by trial and error
usir, a table of "relerence coefficients" defined below.
The foregoing force coefficients, .C1. etc., are reference coefficients for the
worst case (pipelines laid perpendicular to the wave orthogonals). "he author provides
for the correction of these coefficients to account for the height of the pipeline abovw
the bottom, h, and the orientation relative to the wave orthogonal, tt. Ht plots the
relative clearance, h/D, and orientation, tk, versus the ratio of horizontal force coefficient to the reference coefficient, Al. and the ratio of the vertical force coefficient to
the reference coefficient, X. For example,
SD a

CD/*CD

and

X'L -

CL/*CL

These ratios are plotted by classes of pipeline conditions based on the range of the
dimensionless parameter, ".
For the computation of horizontal forces the Morison equation is suggested,
using the values of ,C6 and C' derived above. For vertical forces the following
equation is suggested using the values of .CL and .CW derived abcve.
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p = mass density of water
= length of pipe considered
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r
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Johansson, B., and E. Reinius (1963). "Wave forces acting on a pipe at the bottom of
the sea," in Proceedings of Tenth International Association of Hydraulic Research
Congress (Paper 1.7). London, England, vol 1, 1963, pp 47-52.

The authors conducted wave tank tests on a 50-mm-diameter model pipeline
on the floor of the tank at water depths of 350, 450, and 550 mm. Wave periods of
8.9 seconds and heights from 153 to 233 mm were used. Five tests were run with the
pipe perpendicular (90 degrees) to the wave direction, two each with the pipe at 40 and
20 degrees to the wave direction, and one test with the pipe parallel to the wave direc.
tion. It was assumed that both the horizontal and vertical wave forces were a function
2
of the square of the horizontal water particle velocity at the center of the pipe, u , as
determined using the first order theory of progressive waves, that is,
u2
PH= CH D "-i" 7
u2
PV =CvD 7-g 7

where PH = horizontal force
PV = vertical force

CH = horizontal force coefficient
CV = vertical force coefficient
D = diameter of pipe

y = specific gravity
The average force ceefficients determined from the five 90-degree tests were CH

and CV

=

3.4.

.
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Johnson, R. E. (1970). "Regression model of wave forces on ocean outfalls," in
Proceedings of ASCE, Journal of Waterways and Harbors Division, vol 96, no. WW2,
May 1970, pp 289-305.

The author performed wave tank tests on a 4.5-inch-diameter cylinder which
rested on the bottom of the tank. Waves varying in height from 0.99 to 9.27 inches
were formed in water depths from 5 to 14 inches. A regression analysis which intenwave
tionally omitted wavelength and celerity was used in the analysis of the maximum
3
force data. The data and the regression analysis prediction were plotted Fip gD
against H/D for 10 values of h/D between 1.11 and 3.11 where: F = wave force,
p = mass density of fluid, r = diameter of cylinder, H = wave height, and h = water
depth. It was concluded that wave forces on underwater structures can be predicted
using regression analysis.
A discussion of this article can be found under Petrauskas (1971) of this
Appendix.
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Pecrauskas, C. (1971). "Discussion of 'Regression model of wave forces on ocean
outfalls,' by R. E. Johnson," in Proceedings of ASCE, Journal of Waterways and

Harbors Division, vol 97, no. WW2, May 1971, pp 414-417.
The author compared Johnson's data with wave force predictions based on
the Morison equation using C1 = 2.0 and CD = 1.0. Petrauskas found that his predictions compared well with the original author's data and predictions except for the
tests in which h/D values were less than 1.55. Petrauskas alleged that fece surface
effects caused this limit on his good correlation. He disagrees with Johnson's contention that wavelength is not significant in calculating maximum force. Although he
grants that wavelength is not significant if the drag force dominates over inertial force,
he notes that in the range of Johnson's experiments there are significant inertial forces.
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Keulegan, G. H., and L. H. Carpenter (1958). "Forces on cylinders and plates in an

oscillating fluid," Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards, vol 60,
no. 5, May 1958, pp 423-440. (Research Paper 2857)
This paper is a major achievement in the study of wave forces acting on
horizontal cylinders. It is here that the time dependency of cylinder added-mass and
damping coefficient is first demonstrated.
For a cylinder in a fieid of sinusoidal motion - where the velocity is given by
m=CUcosat

(Um being the semiamplitude of tthe current and a
F

pUm2 D

f(
T'

=

2 r/T) - the authors show that:

Umt UmD)
D ' P

F is the force on the cylinder per unit length, where Um D/v is a Reynolds number and
Um T/D is termed the "period parameter." The authors then develop a fundamental
relationship for the nondimensionalized force which is shown to be a form of the
Morison equation. This force equation is time dependent and contain- a parameter,
AR, which is referred to as a remainder function.
Experiments were conducted in a standing wave taak having a length of
242 cm and a depth of 70 cm. Test objects (including cylinders with diameters from
0.5 to 3.0 inches) were placed 25 cm below the water surface in the tank at midsection.
Expressions for computing water particle motion - needed in evaluation of the inertia
coefficient, Cm, and the drag coefficient, Cd, from the measured force data - were
derived for the wave tank test section.
It was determined that the period parameter was a useful dependent variable
for plotting C. and Cd values cormputed fronm the measured force data. Cm and Cd
achieve minimum and maximum values, respectively, for a period parameter of around
15. It is hypothesized that when UmT/D = 15, a single vortex is formed for each half
cycle of sinusoidal fluid motion. This fact is supported by photographs taken during
the tests. The authors conclude that eddy shedding has a significant effect on variations
of the inertia and drag coefficients.
For those test conditions in which it can be reasoned chat Cm and Cd do not
have the same constant values at all phases )f the wave cycle, the authors computed
the remainder force function, AR. Once a curve of AR as a function of wave phase
0, was obtained, it was possible to plot curves of vwriable Cm(0) and Cd(O). Maximum
variability of these coefficients occurred for U. T/D of about 15. Cm, for example,
varied between a value of - 2 and 2 with a cyclic period twice that of the wave period.
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Muellenhoff, W. P., and L S. Slotta (1971). "Investigation of the forces on a submerged
cylinder due to surface water wave," in Proceedings IE9 Conference, Engineering in the
Ocean Environment, San Diego, CA, Sep 21-24, 1971, pp 58-63.
The authors measured horizontal and vertical wave forces on a 5.5-inch-diameter
3-foot-long horizontal cylinder. The cylinder was placed on and near the floor of a
foot-deep wave basin perpendicular to the direction of the waves. Waves ranging in
height from 0.5 to 3.5 inches, with periods of 0.5 to 1.5 seconds, and lengths of 10 to
80 inches were used in the tests. These tests were conducted to provide the basis for
planned field tests of ocean bottom mounted pipes.
It was anticipated before the tests that the inertial components of the forces
would be linearly proportional to H/T 2 (H = wave height, T = wave period), and that
these inertial forces would be much greater than the drag forces. Both these facts were
borne out by the tests. When the measured forces were plotted against H/T 2 , straight
lines of data points for narrow ranges of wavelength resulted, and it was found that tht
inertial forces were 3 to 5 times the drag forces. The wide scatter noted when the wave
forces were plotted against H/D (D = cylinder diameter) was further evidence of the
fact that wave forces are wave period dependent.
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Priest, M. S. (1971). "Wave forces on exposed pipelines on the ocean bed," in Proceedings
of Third Offshore Technology Conference, vol 1, Apr 1971, pp 549-552.
The author questions the application of either "steady-state" force coefficient
formulas or the Morison equation to the design of submarine pipelines. He performed a
dimensional analysis of the problem of a shallow water solitary wave on a pipeline
normal to wave incidence. He considered the parameters of stillwater depth, D, pipe
diameter, d, wave height, H, and specific weight of water, y. He igncred wave period
and length and did not consider force coefficients. He plotted two sets of horizontal
and vertical wave force data which were measured by others. These plots of P*/-t D d
against H/D were fitted by eye, and these equations were derived.

PH

(
00"18 ' DDd

PV

0"16-' Dd4
0

) .63

1.56
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Rance, P. I. (1969b). "The influence of Reynolds number on wave forces," in Proceedings
of the Symposium on Research or. Wave Action, Delft, The Netherlands, vol 4, Jul 1969.
(PF r 13)
The author reports the results of experiments at the Hydraulic Research
Station, Wallingford, England, where forces were measured on test cylinders with

having a
diameters ranging from 0.025 meter to 0.3 meter. A pulsating water tunnel

test section 2.3 meters high by 0.5 meter wide was used in the experiments. This facility
was capable of generating oscillatory flow having a semiorbit range of 0 to 2.5 meters
and a period range of 4 to 14 seconds.
Contrary to the findings of Keulegan and Carpenter (1958), the author found
that the force acting upon test cylinders was dependent upon the Reynolds number. A
nondimensional force parameter, F T 2 /2 D3 , was plotted against the dimensionless
parameter a/D (where F = force, T = period, 2 dersity of water, D = diameter of the

cylinder and a = semiorbit length). This latter parameter is, effectively, the same as the
period parameter discussed by Keulegan and Carpenter. The author clearly demonstrated
a Reynolds number dependency; with separate traces of t] - force parameter against
a/D for different flow Reynolds numbers.
At low Reynolds numbers (i.e., around 104) the transverse forces were found to
be of the same order of magnitude as the in-line forces. The transverse forces, which are
due to vortex shedding, had a frequency, n, corresponding to a Strouhal number S = n D/V
(where V is the velocity) of about 0.2 ±6%. There was no variation in this frequency
with a'r

r with the Reynolds number.

.;enerally, the magnitude of the high-frequency in-line forces (also caused by
vortex shedding) were low (less than 10%) compared to the main in-line force. They
were found to have no definite frequency.
Lstimates of the inertial force coefficient made from the main in-line force
curve indicated a value of 2.0 (the same value derived from potential flow theory for
P.cylinder in uniformly accelerated flow).
The author suggests that the earlier findings of Keulegan and Carpenter, that
the forces were not dependent on the Reynolds number, may have resulted from
limitations of the experimental conditions. The test cylinders were of a significant
size compared with Oge water depth that it was possible that there was a Froude number
ef~ece
In a v . discussion at the symposium Rance suggested that the transition
range for forces which are predominantly inertial to those which are predominately
drag depends upon the a/D ratio. The inertia and urag forces are equally important
for an a/D ratio of about 1.5.
When askct'
's transition region (which was indicated by Keulegan and
Carpenter's results ,
between a/D = 0.5 to a/D = 5) depends greatly on the
Reynolds number .• if it extends or becomes narrower for high Reynolds numbers,
the author replied that his results did not go down below an a/D ratio of 1.5. He had
performed a "rough analysis," however, and if one was prepared to accept an error of
something like 10% of the total force, then an a/D ratio as low as 0.25 his to be
selected. Rance concludes that the a/D ratio is far less important for higher Reynolds
numbers.
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Sarpkaya, T. (1975). "Forces on cylinders and spheres in a sinusoidally oscillating
fluid," Transactions of AMSE, Journal of Applied Mechanics, paper presented at
Applied Mechanics Western Conference, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, Mar
25-27, 1975, pp 32-37.
The author conducted experiments with oscillatory flow past cylinders and
spheres in a U-shaped vertical water tunnel. Circular cylinders of six diameters (6.35,
5.08, 4.45, 3.81, 3.18, and 2.54 cm) were used with one period of oscillation (T =.86
sec). Forces on the cylLnder in line with and transverse to the direction of oscillation
and the displacements and accelerations were recorded.
The data from the in-line force records were reduced based on a Fourier
analysis using the Morison equation to determine the drag and inertial coefficients, CD
and CM. These coefficients were found to be functions of U. T/D (where U. = maximum velocity of the fluid and D = cylinder diameter). Keulegan and Carpenter (1958)
first noted this relationship of CD and CM with Ur TMD, which they called the "period
parameter." The resultin, curve of CD versus the period parameter from Sarpkaya's
work, which shows a maximum CD of 2.3 at a period parameter of 12, compares very
well with the work of Keulegan and Carpenter. The curve of CM versus the period
parameter from Sarpkaya's work, which shows a decrease of CM from 2.2 at a period
parameter of 2 to a minimum value of 0.7 at a period parameter of 12, does not compare
well with Keulegan and Carpenter.
The data from the transverse force records were reduced using the standard
lift equation:

FL

FL
=

2p CL
Um22 DL

-p

where CL = coefficient of lift

p

=

mass density of water

L = length of cylinder
A plot of CL versus the period parameter shows a maximum CL of 3 at a period
parameter of 17 with a smaller peak of 2.8 at a period parameter of 10.
The author's tests were in the range of period parameters from 2 to 50. He
found no correlation between Reynolds number and the force coefficients (CD, CM,
and CL). But he noted the existence of a unique relationship between CD and CM. He

also noted that the transverse force on the cylinder is as large as or larger than, the inline force and that at large values of period parameter the inertial force is a small part
of the total in-line force.
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Schiller, F,. C. (1971). Wave forces on a submerged horizontal cylinder, United States
Naval Posquradute Sdhool, Report No. AD727691, Monterey, CA, Jun 1971.
The author reports the results of experiments on wave- torces on a rigid
horizontal circular cylinder located near a plane bottom boundary. All data was
obtained in a wave tank having a rectangular cross section 2 feet deep with a width of
15 inches. Except for one test series when the smooth plexiglass cylindcr was positioned
one radius above the tank floor, most of the tests were conducted with the cylinder
suspended by wires approximately 1/8 inch off the bottom. in order to prevent a highvelocity flow beneath the cylinder, a flexible plastic curtain was draped from the
cylinder to the bottom for those tests where the cylinder gap dimension was 1/8 inch.
The vertical wires supporting the cylinder as well as those attached to the
cylinder fore and aft were connected to strain-gaged cantilever beams. These beams
were used as vertical and horizontal force measuring transducers. Wave height measurements were made with a parallel wire resistance gage mounted approximately 5 feet
in front of the cylinder.
The author concludes that for the wave heights tested the horizontal wave
forces on the cylinder increased linearly with the wave height. When the cylinder was
located on the bottom, the vertical force was much smaller than the horizontal.
Except at very small wave amplitudes, the vertical wave force showed a nonlinear
increase with wave amplit-ade.
An approximate analysis - based on linear wave theory - appeared to give
good results for cases where the depth of submergence was large. It was important,
however, to know the proper value for the added mass coefficient.
The author provides numerous examples of wave force traces for the cases
investigated; and a complete compilation of measured data appears in his appendix.
Some of these data have been used by Yamamoto, tt al. (1973a) in their comprehensive
report on wave forces on horizontal cylinders.
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Yamamoto, T., J. H. Nath, and L S. Slota (1973a). "Yet another report on cylinder
drag on wave forces on horizontal subrerped cylinders," Oregon State University,
Engineering Experiment Station, Budletn N•3. 47. Corvallis, OR, Apr 1973*
This report begins with a thorough review of the literature on the effects of
steady and accelerating flow on horizontal cylinders. The physics of the fluid flow,
even for the case of steady flow, is complex. Besides the influence of Reynolds
number, forces on cylinders in steady flow are affected by the proximity of the
ground plane, free surface effects (drag force), the influence of the wall boundary
layer (cylinder lift and drag forces), vortex formation near the wall, and fluid turbulence (drag force).
For the more complex case of accelerating flow, one must consider the effects
of convective acceleration and boundary/cylinder interaction on inertial forces, nonsteady viscous effects on the drag force which include skin friction and the formation
of vortic-s behind the cylinder, and viscous effects on the added mass.
The authors report the results of a series of wave tank experiments which
were limited to test cases wherein one could neglect drag and the effects due to convective acceleration. Their data and previously published data by Schiller (1971) were
used to calculate lift and inertia coefficients which agreed closely with those derived
from potential flow theory.
Based upon their search of the technical literature and test results, the authors
conclude:
1. That the lift force which acts upward when the pipeline rests on the seafloor and downward when the pipeline is suspended less than one pipe diameter above
the seafloor indicate a pipe failure mode wherein the pipe is alternately lifted from and
then dropped to the seafloor.
2. That near the seafloor the added mass of a cylinder is more than twice that
of the same cylinder far removed from the seafloor.
3. That for steep waves in relatively shallow water, the neglecting of convective
acceleration can amount to an error of more than 30% in the pipe inertial forces.
Among recommendations for future research, the authors suggest:
1. A more sophisticated review of the technical literature on steady state and
unsteady flow effects on cylinders so that compact design aids can be developed.
2. An experimental investigation of the effect of convective accelerations on
pipelines.

A

3. A study of the interaction of the bottom boundary layer with pipeline
lift and drag forces.

*See also Yamamoto, Nath, and Slotta (1974).
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
CD

Drag coefficient

CH

Horizontal force coefficient

C1

Inertia coefficient

V

Free stream velocity

CL

Lift coefficient

d

Water depth

CIA
CLE

Lift coefficient due to flow asymmetry
Lift coefficient due to vortex shedding

e

Gap
betweeny cylinder and bottom
bounda
boundary

•

g

•

.

Cv

Vertical force coefficient

k

Ae
t
o
y
Acceleration
of gravity
W
u/
Wave number,
k = 2ff/L

"
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C•W

Vertical inertia coefficient (after
Grace (1971))

n

Vortex shedding frequency (Hertz)

D

Diameter of cylinder or pipeline

t

Time

FD

Drag force

u

Horizontal wave-induced water particle
velocity

FH

Horizontal wave force

FHD

HUax

Horizontal drag force

Maximum horizontal wave-induced
water particle velocity

FHI

Horizontal inertia force

u

Horizontal wave-induced water particle

FHLA

Horizontal lift force due to finb.,
asymmetry

;,max

FHLE

Fwater
Horizontal
lift force due to vortex
shedd:ng

Um

Maximum wave-induced wal:er particle
velocity

'

acceleration
Maximum horizontal wave-induced

particle acceleration
v

-

Vertical wave-induced water particle
velocity

Fi

Inertia force

FL

Lift force

VTMx

FLA

Lift force due to flow asymmetry

v

FLE

Lift force due to vortex shedding

FV

Vertical wave force

FVD

Vertical drag force

FVI

Vertical inertia force

x

Horizontal space coordinate

FVL4

Vertical lift force due to flow
asymmetry

y
OHM

Vertical space coordinate

Maximum vertical wave-induced water
particle ve!ocity
Vertical wave-induced water particle
acceleration

vmax

Maximum vertical wave-induced water
particle acceleration

Phase angle at which the sum of the
horizontal inertia and drag forces is
maximized

FYLE

Vertical lift force due to vortex shedding

H

Wave W
eheight
hih

L

Wave length

Lo

Deep water wave length

Nik

Reynolds number

I

Wave elevation

S
T

Strouhal
re~uber, S = nDIV
Wave period

V
p

Kinematic
viscosity
Mass density
of water

to

Wave frequency (radians/sec)

M

Phase angle at which the sum of the
vertical inertia and drag forces is
maimized
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